Updated June 13, 2017
(You may want to save this update to your desktop to read later)

How USA Members Get FREE Clixsense Upgrades (unless they just don’t even try)
I KNOW SOME PEOPLE ARE PARANOID ABOUT SPENDING ANYTHING ONLINE . . . BUT this
was how the best $17 upgrade I ever decided to try, ended up being absolutely free from now on.
I cashout $6 (or more) every week, so when I started seeing the notice that my annual upgrade was
running out, it only took 2 weeks to save up the $17 needed to upgrade again.
All I do to keep earning every week is complete the Daily Checklist in an hour or two while I watch TV
in the evenings. The next day I drop by and try a few surveys and I can show you how I find the easy
ones to add to my balance (plus the extra bonus), with no stress.
If you don’t have an hour, try this 20 minute method to get the biggest part of the bonus easier:

Once I get this far I can let it sit for the rest of the
time until the extra bonuses kick in.
I can show you exactly how I do this and which
offers to use to make it easy, so all the surveys you
do will earn the extra bonus money.
Seriously, it’s like playing a game where you
always win!

The screenshot below (enlarge the PDF if needed) shows my recent cashflow with my last withdrawal
being June 7, but I canceled the one for May 16 and didn’t get paid again until May 25 so I could pay
my annual upgrade with no cash or transaction fees.

Once my balance was over $17, I clicked to claim my upgrade virtually FREE!
It should be obvious that as you build a fund for online ventures, it opens the door to all kinds of extra
income without risking your household budget. My wife likes that!
If you don’t happen to live in the USA, you can still make easy money here by finding referrals who do.
You can see how I find them by watching the video on http://WhyTrafficSwirl.com

Now I can keep earning another year and
since I use the Tango Card to collect my
money, I never pay any fees on either end.

This forms the foundation for my Simple Plan to use Clixsense to pay for AIOP and get referrals for
both with no risk and I am spending less time now than I ever have to make easy money online.

I have a perpetual self-sustaining pocket money plan, with no expenses or risk to my personal budget.
My minimum goal is an easy $3 a week to pay my subscriptions and anything else is pure gravy, that I
can spend to make my retirement a lot more fun.
If you can’t spend much time on Clixsense
yourself, get some referrals that can do it for both
of you. That’s why I use AIOP tools to get leads on
my list (that want easy money), then show them
these reports. You can do the same thing and I will
be happy to assist you. I will even set everything up
for you, so all you need to do is supply the easy
clicking and write an update like this about once
every week.

This Video Shows How Easy It Is
I don’t write any boring message series for my autoresponder, just one email (you can copy) to explain
the plan, followed by me broadcasting reminders to check these updates (which are always at the same
link). Eventually they will see the money just keeps on coming in and growing as time goes on, so why
wouldn’t they want the same thing?
I am not trying to make as much as I can from Clixsense, I just want enough to make sure I can pay my
subscription for AIOP where I get paid while I sleep. Then again, when it’s this easy why not make a
few extra bucks from time I was previously wasting?

Let me know when you are ready, or just keep watching me for a while longer.
Warren Contreras
MoreHelp.aiop-hosting.com

